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On Iwamoto Chizuna?s  
?True Record of Exploration in Siam, Laos and Annan?:  
Background and Quality of his Work
Eiji Murashima
Iwamoto Chizuna?1858?1920, a retired first lieutenant of the Japanese Army?and Yamamoto 
Shinsuke?1872??1897, an expert of Thai language?made an expedition from Bangkok to Hanoi mainly 
on foot from 20th December 1896 to 9th April 1897. In their adventure travel both of them clothed in yel-
low robes of Theravada monk. Iwamoto published a book entitled ? True Record of Exploration in Siam, 
Laos and Annan? in the end of August, 1897. Recently his publication is attracting attention among read-
ers interested in Japanese adventures of the old times. However, there exit no in-depth studies on the 
background of his exploration and the quality of his publication. In this article the author attempts to ex-
amine the following questions, whether Iwamoto made this trip as a military detective of Japanese Army 
or not, whether it is possible to consider Iwamoto as a genuine Theravada monk or not.  Also the author 
points out more than half of  place names in Iwamoto?s publication were different from correct Thai pro-
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?My dear M. Rolin-Jaequemyns, On the 7th ?April 1896? I received your letter together with the three enclosures. I am glad 
that Mr.de Bunsen sees no objection to my visiting Japan and that he expresses his opinion on the question of dress. The rea-
son for my wishing to go is the result of the Agreement which we are about to make with the Japanese Government. However 
as I have already spoken to you about it, the time left on hand being too short to make the necessary preparations, it must of 
course be postponed.?  ?NAT กต 101/3??
??????? Agreement??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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